Pipeline Monitoring
Fiber Optic Leakage Detection and Flow Assurance
• Precise fault localization
• Real-time condition monitoring
• Asset protection
• Temperature profiling of heated and cooled pipelines

Intelligent Solutions

AP Sensing: Your trusted partner for pipeline monitoring
Through close cooperation with our
worldwide customer base, we continuously
optimize our solution. The result is not just
robust and reliable, but a relation built on
trust and an expert who is there for you
with post-sales training and support.

AP Sensing is your global solution
provider for the DTS (distributed
temperature sensing) market. The heart
of our solution – based on 25 years of
experience as the leader in optical test – is
a unique and proven solution for precise,
around the clock temperature monitoring.

We work with established regional partners
around the globe – their local competence
ensures that all details of a complex
project are planned for in advance and
executed on time and within budget.
Take advantage of a broad network
of optical and system management
expertise, and enjoy the peace of mind
that comes with reliable asset protection.

A passive optical fiber is the temperature
sensor, and lets you monitor precise
temperature profiles along the fiber –
in environments where other solutions
are unable to deliver the performance
you need.
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DTS: A word about the technology
Imagine a temperature monitoring solution
several kilometers long with thousands
of measurement points that provide
continuous monitoring along the length of
the sensor cable. Imagine measurements
down to one-half meter spatial resolution
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with highly accurate sensitivity – within
temperature ranges that are perfectly
suited for pipeline environments.
Our solution is based on the quantum
mechanical RAMAN effect combined
with our patented code-correlation
measurements. A laser pulse propagating
through the fiber results in back-scattered
light returning to the transmission end,
where it can be analyzed and the
temperature measured.
The purely passive optical fiber is
installed in areas that are usually
difficult to access, and provides
maintenance-free operation for decades.
It is the sum total of our technology –
sensor cables, asset visualization
software, ease of integration into your own
site monitoring system – that ultimately
ensures worry-free permanent monitoring.
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AP Sensing’s DTS and pipeline infrastructures
Modern pipeline management needs
to ensure pipeline integrity, immediate
leakage detection and risk mitigation.
AP Sensing’s DTS solution provides
the capability to monitor the entire
downstream process 24/7 and identifies
leakages down to the exact location
of the incidents, even in hazardous
environments. The continuous sensor

element – an optical fiber – leaves
no area unmonitored, which means
a maximum level of coverage for you.
Temperature profiling lets you detect
anomalies during pipeline operation.
Leaks are precisely located and any
failures of your heat tracing system
can be detected quickly.

• ATEX certification down to
Zone 0 SIL-2 assessed by
TÜV-recognized consultants
• Proven field reliability
with industry’s lowest
maintenance and warranty
costs.
• Asset visualization software
for complete pipeline
overview 24/7

Gas pipelines
Our DTS technology gives operators a
reliable and cost-effective way to better
manage gas pipelines – in particular,
methane, CO2 and CCS (Carbon Capture
and Storage) -- by monitoring and
analyzing temperature profiles.
A leakage on a pressurized gas line

causes a cold spot at the location due
to the rapid expansion of the gas (the
Joule-Thomson effect). By detecting
even slight temperature drops within a
half-meter range, AP Sensing’s DTS
solution greatly increases pipeline safety.

• Ease of integration with
existing site monitoring
solutions
• Highest reliability
throughout the entire
operating temperature
range
• Extreme operating
temperature ranges
• Lowest laser output power
– inherently safe in case of
fiber breaks
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Ambient liquid pipelines
Temperature profiles significantly optimize
the operational safety of oil and brine
pipes. This is because even slight
temperature increases are detected
accurately at the leakage point before a

shortage of the line balance is discovered.
This can prevent major environmental
damage by improving the response time
for counter-measures.

Hot liquid pipelines
The temperature of some products
needs to be maintained to protect the
pipeline from freezing or solidifying.
When transporting steam, for example,
the pipeline is not actively heated. When
materials are transported that require

insulation and a heat tracing system
(for example, sulfur), AP Sensing’s DTS
solution quickly identifies any failures in
the heat tracing system, which lets you
respond to incorrect pipe temperatures.

Cold liquid pipelines
The AP Sensing DTS solution identifies
leak points in cryogenic pipelines as well
as possible insulation failures. These
incidents usually cannot be seen by a
visual examination. In any area where

pipeline cooling needs to be monitored,
our DTS solution provides thermal
gradient information during cool down –
ensuring that pipe stress is kept within
specified operating limits.

OTDR technology: Your advantage for buried pipelines
AP Sensing’s DTS solution is based on a
patented, code-correlated Raman OTDR
technology. Besides giving very precise
temperature information, it is also very
good at locating cable damage.
The main threat to a buried pipeline is
3rd party attack. With a fiber installed just

above the pipeline, any deliberate or
mistaken excavation is detected by cable
break and localised to the nearest meter.
Appropriate responses can be taken to
intervene and save the asset or at least
identify the 3rd party, thereby avoiding a
costly clean-up bill.

A range of industry standard
communication protocols
are available to facilitate this
integration, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modbus TCP, RTU, ASCII
IEC 60870-5-104
OPC
LabView
ASCII File
An open and fully
documented
SCPI protocol

In addition to these protocols,
we have experience
implementing many different
types of communication:
• TCP/IP/Ethernet
• Serial interfaces
(RS232, RS485, RS422)
• Relay contacts
• Analogue input/output
• Wireless modem
• Radio link
• Satellite
• GSM Modem
• USB – direct link to PC
or laptop

Ease of integration and site overview
AP Sensing’s DTS solution can be fully
integrated into the site monitoring and
control system. This becomes important
when the DTS is located some distance

from the main control room, for instance,
an ATEX wall-mounted device located
near a tank, or a rack-based system in
a remotely-located control room.

The AP Sensing engineering
team can also assist with
custom communications if
required.

AP Sensing’s leadership in quality is based on intelligent design,
proven components and decades of experience
The instrument design is based on a low
power semiconductor laser with lowest
optical output power (Laser Class 1M) for
maximum lifetime and a proprietary code
correlation concept enabling the longest
measurement range on the market.
Additionally, our DTS solution has a
patented single receiver design that
ensures long lasting measurement stability

by eliminating drift effects associated with
dual receiver concepts. Our unique design
avoids the need for system recalibration.
With the lowest optical output power, our
DTS system is eye-safe and certified
for ATEX Zone 0. Unlike other DTS
instruments, it causes no harm in case
of a ﬁber break, and it can be deployed
in explosive atmospheric areas without
additional safety measures.

AP Sensing’s advantages at a glance
AP Sensing’s DTS solution fits your LNG monitoring demands and gives your plant
operators peace of mind – your valuable assets remain protected!
An intelligent instrument
design with quality
components, configured
for your requirements:

Our experience

• Overall system MTBF value
is 33 years

From project planning and
management, to commissioning
and ongoing service and support:
your complete solution provider
from a single source.
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• Switch: tested for
1000 million cycles,
the equivalent of hundreds
of years

Our portfolio is specifically suited to
pipeline applications, including steel
sheathing and operating temperature
ranges from -196 °C to +300 °C.
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Zones

• Genuine dual end operating
mode – two single
measurements result in one
automatically calibrated
temperature profile.

Fiber optic sensing technology
Real-time, 24/7 monitoring for fast
leak detection.

Alarm

• Long term measurement
stability due to our unique
single receiver design.

Intelligent
definition of
alarm and zone parameters
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Certifications
Pipeline safety and security
are assured and all compliance
requirements are met.

Efficient tracking of temperature
gradients and use of heating
systems.
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Integrated
software,
a real-time operating
system
Asset Visualization
and integrated alarming
No viruses, no blue screens, and no
dependency on network stability.

The most
qualified and
dependable DTSDTS
solution

Stringent testing and decades
of experience ensure a long and
maintenance-free product life.
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AP Sensing certiﬁcations ensure your compliance and safety!
With the industry’s most complete set of certifications, AP Sensing helps you
comply to all relevant security standards, and ensures environmental and
employee safety.

ATEX Certification down to Zone 0
Ensures that our sensor cable and laser controller can be used in potentially explosive
atmospheres.

SIL-2 Assessment
Safety Integrity Level 2 ensures AP Sensing compliance for operator environments.

UL Certification
The Underwriters Laboratories ensures overall product safety.

Laser Safety
IEC 60825-1:2001

FDA acknowledgement for Laser Sources
Class 1M; FDA 21CFR; 1040.10+; Laser Notice No. 50

Electro-Magnetic Compatibility
IEC 61326:2002

Environmental Testing
IEC 600068-2-6/-64; IEC 60068-2-27

ISO 9001:2000
UL

Contact us for more information!
AP Sensing EMEA AP Sensing Americas AP Sensing UK
		
AP Sensing China AP Sensing Korea
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